INNOVATION IN SUSTAINABLE COMMUNICATION SUPPORT

SIARQ
NEW GENERATION OF “SMART & LUMINOUS”
SUSTAINABLE URBAN FURNITURE

New generation of sustainable urban furniture

siarq

•SIARQ, an architecture and design company specialized in the integration of renewable energies in urban furniture,
has developed a new concept of solar lighting structures integrating PV energy source and multifunctional aspects in order to
propose an INNOVATIVE ADVERTISING & DIGITAL COMMUNICATION SUPPORT for smart cities.
• At the cross road between art, technology and sustainability, SIARQ advanced design is fitting with contemporary architecture
and energetic requirements of the main stadium and sport infrastructures conceived for Olympic Games and main international
sport events as Brazil 2014 Football World Cup and Olympic Games.
•These events give a great advertising opportunity. Using SIARQ “smart and luminous” sustainable urban furniture to support
their advertising or digital communication campaigns, brands add new green values to their corporative image, bringing a
NEW & CLEAN ENERGY. to the cities.

New generation of sustainable urban furniture

Urban elements that inspire
BRANDS AND SPACES

SUSTAINABILITY
Siarq’s sustainable urban furniture can contribute a to
new solution for communication that can be integrated
into companies marketing plan through the following
ways:
1. Sponsorship campaign allowing to install solar
street light and using them as advertising support, in

COMMITMENT

the new urban areas and main sport infrastructures.
2. Enhance Brand’s presence as official sponsor of
main sports events by using “Solar Sculpture Athlete”
as an innovative and physical support for interactive
campaigns.

Conceived in function of the sponsor’s

requirement, this new “smart and lighted” sculpture
are remarkable action related to main sport events as
MUNDIAL 2014 and Rio Olympic Games.
3. Creating new urban furniture that can be adapted
to companies requirement and following the criteria

GENEROSITY

of smart cities.
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SIARQ PV solar street light:
a New Generation of Advertising Supports

Advanced Solar Design

SIARQ Solar street light

LUX + / HOM / CURVA

A new Generation of “SMART & LIGHTED” Advertising support
•These PV street lights are autonomous,
high performance and low environmental
impact through the use of photovoltaic
power and the integration of newest LED
technology and energy control electronic
(patented by Siarq)

ensuring efficiency

and energy savings.
•Each model of solar street light has
different

solutions

to

implement

advertisement supports.
•The

photovoltaic solar street lights

singular

design

architectural,
requirements.

answer

esthetics

and

a

specific
energetic

Solar street light as a communication support
CURVA MULTIFUNCIONAL “STAND ALONE” SOLAR STREETLAMP
●The

inclined structure gives support to photovoltaic solar module and luminary and allows the integration of an

advertising panel.
●New

generation of solar panels and batteries can give enough energy for the luminary and a light box for the

advertising support.
●3

in 1 urban furniture, easy and cheap to install .

INNOVATION
•The integration of a lamppost bench.
•High quality finishes integrative design.
•Easy maintenance system.
•Integration of communication and
advertising panel.

Cocal cola reference is used as an example
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Solar street light as a communication support

siarq

LUX + MULTIFUNCTIONAL “STAND ALONE” SOLAR STREETLAMP
•Possibility to integrate one or more lights and a plate for street signs (parking tickets, show information on the city, etc.),
also has the option to integrate a light box advertising.
•Furthermore, the proposed structure can add at its base a bench designed as a resting place, making it particularly
attractive for public spaces, parks and gardens.

INNOVATION
•Adjustable lighting.
•Optional Advertising panel support & single bench.
•Electronic MPPT integrating smart dynamic control device
for illumination management.

Cocal cola reference is used as an example

Solar street light as a communication support
HOM “STAND ALONE” SOLAR STREETLAMP & ADVERTISING SUPPORT
•High Personality and presence, Hom is symbolizing a man raising FV panel in order to get the maximum energy from the sun.
•A removable “Adhesive pareo” can dress the structure for advertising campaigns.
•New marketing: Brands can sponsor the installation of Hom solar streetlights into the city.
-High ROI and notoriety of advertising campaign
-“Active communication” linked to CSR strategies: sustainable, social and generous way of using
communication supports into the cities.

INNOVATION
•Adjustable LED System.
•Dynamic electronic control.
•Anti-theft System.
•PV panels and batteries

Cocal cola reference is used as an example
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“SMART & LUMINOUS”

Sustainable Sculpture
Solar athlete
A New Generation of Digital Communication Support

SIARQ has designed a collection of
sculptural solar street lights inspired by
movements of athletes symbolizing
different sport disciplines.
Aimed to be installed near the main
access of Football or Olympic stadium,
each sculpture is integrating with art
the latest technology advances to
become

a

sustainable

new
digital

and

innovative

support

of

communication.
SIARQ offers the possibility to create a
product according to the customer
requirements for their advertising
campaign.

Solar athlete
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“Smart & Luminous” Sustainable Sculpture

●

Each sculpture integrates PV panels and batteries

to ensure a 100% energy autonomy as well as and
easy installation with no need of civil work for grid
connection.
●Acting

as

a

physical

support

for

digital

communication campaign, the sculpture will integrate
an interactive screen, WIFI and other electronic
applications for “smart” communication.
●Logos

and trademarks can

be integrated in the

design.
●Sponsorship

of this new concept of urban sculpture

will reinforce the perception of the brand as linked to
specific sport event while expressing commitment to
sustainable development, use of renewable energies
and a socially involved in a responsible way of life.

Advertising supports with New Added VALUES

NEW VALUES

ECO2

for PUBLIC SPACES

•Energetic savings in electricity
costs (255,5 (Kwh./yr).

•New identity.

•Savings in all associated installation's.

•Multifunctional aspects

costs 1.000,00 €/solar streetlamp.

and combined functions.

•Savings in CO2 emissions.

•Multiply energetic generation
points into the city.

COMMUNICATION
•High design.
•Sustainable image.
•High visibility, notoriety
and publicity covert.
•Allow sponsoring & advertising.
•High ROI.
•Custom-made solutions.

SMART LIGHTING
A NEW GENERATION
OF ADVERTISING
SUPPORT

(153,3 (kg/yr) and associated taxes.

ECO EFFICIENCY
•Renewable energy sources.
•Clean and quiet.
•EU lighting’s standards.
•Cradle to cradle philosophy.
•MPPT Electronic system patented.
•More comfortable green spaces.
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A new generation of “smart & luminous” advertising support
BRAZIL 2014 football world cup & RIO 2016 Olympic games

INNOVATE MARKETING APPROACH

CAMPAIGN OPPORTUNITY
“Give New, Clean & Free ENERGY”
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High ROI campaign bringing NEW, CLEAN and FREE ENERGY
sponsoring the installation of SIARQ street light

CAMPAIGN OPPORTUNITY
“Give New, Clean & Free ENERGY”
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Use of LUX + PV solar street light as support for advertising campaing

BRAZIL “MUNDIAL2014”
Solar Athlete Sculpture

SPONSOR

siarq

ENHACE SPONSOR’S PRESENCE with Solar Athlete Sculpture
at Brazil Football World Cup 2014 or RIO Olympic Games 2016

Benefits of the sponsorship campaign
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The sponsorship of SIARQ urban furniture is contributing to create multiplied benefits effects towards the
differents targets and actors involved in the project:
SMART CITIES. Multiply the energy point of captation and generation of clean energy: each structure is 100%
autonomous. Energy produced can be used directly by the struture itself as a stand alone system or reselled to
the grid.

HAPPY CITIZENS. The installation of this new generation of sustainbale urban furniture allow citizens to enjoy
silent, clean and bright lighting point. The new organic shapes inspired by nature (in order to give the best solar
captation), will bring a new personality to public spaces increasing well being and happyness .

Benefits of the sponsorship campaign
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WELFARE MUNICIPALITIES. Sponsors are also developping an active and strategic role in the integration and
adoption of solar urban solutions, giving the municipality an economic way to test solar energy sources in
order to benefit from a free and clean energy sources to light the public spaces.

REINFOCE BRAND’S CORPORATE SOCIAL RESPONSIBILITY. Enhace corporate image of the sponsor’s brand
associated with environnment concern, generosity and social compromise.

ACTIVE COMMUNICATION WITH HIGH ROI. Budget similar o smaller than a communication campaign in
traditional medias, the sponsoring of SIARQ urban furniture is bringing high level of NOTORITY, PUBLICITY
covert and a physical presence that can be reminded during the useful life of the product (more than 20 years
for a solar street light).
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